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Abstract
Third-Party libraries, which are ubiquitous in Android apps, have exposed great security threats to end users as they rarely get timely updates from the app developers, leaving many security vulnerabilities unpatched. This issue is due to the fact that manually updating libraries can be technically non-trivial and time-consuming for app developers. In this paper, we propose a technique that performs automatic generation of non-intrusive updates for third-party libraries in Android apps. Given an Android app with an outdated library and a newer version of the library, we automatically update the old library in a way that is guaranteed to be fully backward compatible and imposes zero impact to the library’s interactions with other components. To understand the potential impact of code changes, we propose a novel Value-sensitive Differential Slicing algorithm that leverages the diffing information between two versions of a library. The new slicing algorithm greatly reduces the over-conservativeness of the traditional slicing while still preserving the soundness with respect to update generation. We have implemented a prototype called LIBBANDAID. We further evaluated its efficacy on 9 popular libraries with 173 security commits across 83 different versions and 100 real-world open-source apps. The experimental results show that LIBBANDAID can achieve a high average successful updating rate of 80.6% for security vulnerabilities and an even higher rate of 94.07% when further combined with potentially patchable vulnerabilities.

1 Introduction
Third-party libraries (TPL) have been used extensively in Android to provide rich complementary functionalities for Android apps and ease the app development. This trend becomes more obvious as Android apps get increasingly complicated. Prior research has shown that every app contains 8.6 distinct TPLs on average [56], and 42.9% of apps even have more code in TPLs than in their real logic [29].

Despite the benefits, TPLs can bring serious security problems for Android app. It has been revealed [15] that 70.40% of Android apps include at least one outdated TPL and 77% of the app developers only update at most a strict subset of their included TPLs, leaving many known and easy-to-exploit security vulnerabilities unpatched. In fact, updating TPLs in Android apps can be so time-consuming and tedious that developers are often forced to leave them outdated. First, updating libraries to the latest version is likely to involve considerable manual efforts to solve backward incompatibility issues [23]. Second, although 97.8% of actively used library versions with a known vulnerability could be fixed via a drop-in replacement with a specific version [23], it is impractical for app developers to manually find suitable versions for every TPL.

Existing Research. Prior efforts have been made to study and mitigate the problems with TPLs in Android apps. A variety of library detection techniques are proposed [15, 21, 23, 29, 30, 35, 47, 56] to detect TPLs in apps and conduct measurement study. Further, techniques are proposed to isolate TPLs from the Android app. TPLs can be transformed into new processes [44, 53], new apps [25, 46], or new services [38]. Other works enforce in-app privilege separations [43, 48] in order to keep the apps’ privileges from TPLs. However, these techniques do not fix security issues per se but merely limit the harmfulness of potential problems in TPLs from the apps.

To alleviate the issues, Android patching techniques are proposed to prevent component hijacking attacks [51], detect information leakage [33, 52], fix cryptographic-misuses [34] and detect runtime crashes [14]. Nonetheless, these techniques only aim to fix specific types of security issues and do not deal with the outdatedness problem on TPLs. Hence, no existing patching techniques on Android can keep TPLs updated and fix security issues in a generic fashion.

Our Approach. To solve the problem, we aim to automatically generate updates for TPLs in Android apps such that it does not require any code modification on the app side and more importantly, introduces no impact to the library
interactions with other components locally and remotely as we call it non-intrusive. The advantages of non-intrusiveness are two-fold: 1), it requires zero change to the code for the given Android app so that the full backward compatibility and maintainability of the apps are ensured; 2), the internal state consistency of the app is secured since the updates guarantee no impact to the program logic of the updated library.

To achieve this goal, we need to understand the impact of the code changes between the outdated libraries and the latest versions. LIBBANDAID utilizes forward program slicing algorithm to perform Impact Analysis [18]. Traditional slicing algorithm [49] is extremely conservative and often generates unwieldy slices [17,42]. In our case, these slices will very likely to violate the non-intrusiveness. Techniques [41,45,55] have been proposed to prune the slices. However, they either consider only data-flow [45] or calculate relevance scores [41,55] and remove the less relevant codes. Obviously, none of them can meet our need of soundness. As a result, we propose a novel slicing algorithm called Value-sensitive Differential Slicing that fully leverages the differencing information between the two versions and eliminates the over-conservativeness of the traditional slicing by keeping track of value set changes for all variables. Then, we are able to produce much smaller slices while still preserving the soundness for the purpose of updates generation.

We implement a prototype called LIBBANDAID. Our system first extracts the outdated libraries from a given Android app, compares each outdated library with its latest version counterpart and generates differencing information that precisely characterizes the code changes at code statement level. Then it uses our new slicing algorithm to analyze the impact of each code change and group related changes together to form a set of candidate updates based on control and data dependencies. Finally, our system carries out a selective updating process to apply only the non-intrusive updates to the Android app.

We then conduct a comprehensive evaluation on LIBBANDAID by collecting 9 popular TPLs with 173 security related commits across 83 versions and 100 real world apps. The results show that LIBBANDAID can effectively patch the security vulnerabilities with a high success rate.

Contributions. In summary, this paper has made the following contributions:

- We propose an automatic non-intrusive patch generation technique and implement a prototype system called LIBBANDAID, which is the first of its kind to solve the outdatedness problem for TPLs in Android apps.
- A novel slicing algorithm called Value-sensitive Differential Slicing is proposed to utilize the differencing information between old and new versions of the code and reduce the over-conservativeness of the traditional forward slicing while still preserving the soundness.
- We evaluate LIBBANDAID with 9 popular TPLs with 173 security related commits across 83 different versions and 100 real world apps. The experimental results show that LIBBANDAID can effectively fix security vulnerabilities with an average success rate of 80.6% and even higher rate of 94.07% when combined with potentially patchable vulnerabilities. We demonstrate the correctness of the updated apps with automatic program testing.

2 Problem Statement

Deployment Model. Our proposed technique is anticipated to be deployed as a service for Android app developers (other than app markets or end users). Developers can feed their app that contains an outdated TPL as well as the latest version of that TPL into LIBBANDAID. It will automatically generate and apply non-intrusive updates to the TPL within the submitted app without any modification to the app’s code. Our approach is designed to be conservative to guarantee a maximal updating in a non-intrusive manner. As a result, security related updates as well as other updates (e.g., new features and optimizations) can be applied to the outdated library.

It is noteworthy that the trade-off for non-intrusiveness is the completeness. LIBBANDAID avoids applying updates that could change the interactions among the TPL and other components. As a result, our approach makes a reasonable underlying assumption so that LIBBANDAID is designed to cover most of the security related updates.

Assumption. LIBBANDAID updates the outdated TPLs as much as possible with a high coverage for security related updates without violating the non-intrusiveness. The underlying assumption is that a security patch (e.g., insert a new condition check) is unlikely to introduce backward incompatibility or change how the TPL interacts with other components locally (e.g., with the app) and remotely (e.g., with TPL server). Hence, most of the security related issues can be fixed by our technique as they are very unlikely to be filtered out by the pre-defined rules that are designed to ensure the non-intrusiveness. This assumption is demonstrated by our evaluation with 9 most popular TPLs in Section 7.

Design Goals. LIBBANDAID achieves the following goals:

- **No source code required.** Our technique does not require any source code from Android app or the included TPLs. This is important because TPLs can be closed-source.
- **High coverage for security patches.** LIBBANDAID aims for a high coverage in updating security related issues in outdated TPLs.
- **Non-intrusiveness.** The generated updates do not change how the original app interacts with other components nor do they break the correctness of the app.

3 System Overview

In this section, we present a running example and use it to explain the work-flow of LIBBANDAID. Note that our approach works at byte-code level, source code is presented here only
for ease of understanding.

3.1 Running Example

The example is based on Dropbox library [3], one of the most popular third-party libraries. Assuming that a given Android app is using Dropbox library version 3.0.3 (released in May 2017). There exist 50 commits from version 3.0.3 to the latest version 3.0.6 (released in Jan 2018), including 16 code commits 1. Listing 1 displays two commits. Lines with colors show the code changes: lime indicates code insertions while pink and yellow specify code modifications.

The first commit is a new security feature that adds a field accountId in the class DbxAuthFinish to identify Dropbox users instead of using userId in older versions. The second commit is a vulnerability fix that adds a body field and calls close() function of the body in a callback function onFailure(). When Internet access is cut off, the callback function onFailure() will be invoked to close body so that potential system hang is avoided.

3.2 Overview of LIBBANDAID

Figure 1 delineates the overview of LIBBANDAID. There are four major components in LIBBANDAID: preprocessing, diffing analysis, update generation and selective updating.

Preprocessing. This step is to filter out the unchanged functions and generate function pairs that are modified across the two versions. Preprocessing component takes as inputs an app with outdated library and a latest version of the library, and outputs a set of function pairs. More specifically, it extracts the outdated library within the given app, analyzes all classes in the two versions of the library and performs function level byte-by-byte comparisons.

As shown in Figure 2, LIBBANDAID pulls out all the functions in the class and performs byte-by-byte comparisons for each function in old library with the functions in the new library as long as they share the same function name. Note that we use function name other than function signature to tolerate changes of modifier, parameter or return type. For example, DbxAuthFinish in the old library is compared with DbxAuthFinish(String, String, Body) in the new library. When the byte-by-byte comparison fails (two functions are not identical), we put them in the potential function mapping list and send it to diffing analysis for further analysis. This list signifies the functions in which the code changes between old and new versions reside.

Diffing Analysis. Diffing analysis in LIBBANDAID is to perform function level matching with a granularity of code statement so as to comprehend the exact code changes between old and new versions of a given library. To achieve this goal, we leverage the Tracelet Execution [22] and use 3-tracelet to perform code matching at code statement level. Given the output of preprocessing, 3-tracelets are generated to capture partial flow information by breaking down the control-flow graphs for each function pair. Then, the distance between tracelets are calculated to match code statements.

For LIBBANDAID, we need to further match the functions that have multiple candidates. For example, in Figure 2, DbxAuthFinish() in the old library can be matched to either DbxAuthFinish() or DbxAuthFinish(String, String, Body) in the new library. To understand the real change, LIBBANDAID leverages the distance information to further match the functions. Particularly, we consider it as a linear assignment problem and use Hungarian Algorithm [27] to find the optimal matching. Tracelet technique has demonstrated a 0.99 accuracy in comparing functions in binary code [22]. In our case, byte-code matching is easier than binary code since it is more semantic-rich. Therefore, we observe no false positive during evaluation.

1 Other non-code commits include changes in README, build file, tutorial and tests.
old library are then matched to `DbxAuthFinish()` and `DbxAuthFinish(String, String, Body)` in the new library respectively. The output of differencing analysis is the real mapping of the functions as well as a set of code changes (pairs of code statements) that precisely characterize the changes between the old and new versions of the third-party library. For our running example, the produced code changes are the same as the colored lines in Listing 1.

**Update Generation.** Once LIBBANDAID identifies all the code changes between the old and new versions, it starts the update generation process. The whole process takes three inputs: 1) code changes generated by differencing analysis; 2) the old version of the library; and 3) the new version of the library, and generates one output (a set of updates). It first generates system dependence graphs (SDGs) for new and old library, and then generates a slice for each code change by performing impact analysis. Finally, it performs grouping based on the alias information gathered from points-to analysis to produce updates.

The purpose of this indispensable step is two-fold. First, since many code changes have control and data dependencies with each other, LIBBANDAID should always put them together and perform updating collectively. For example, in Listing 1, Ln.10 and 13 assign values to a newly added class field `body` (defined in Ln.4). Ln.19 further calls a member function `close()` of the field. These code changes should be put into one group as they are the definition and usages of a same variable `body`. Second, to fulfill the non-intrusiveness design goal as described in Section 2, LIBBANDAID performs impact analysis, combines code changes with all the potentially affected code and further associates the group into one update so that our system can apply them as a whole if the update is indeed *non-intrusive*. As for our running example, after this step, the code changes in Listing 1 will be grouped precisely into two updates, one for each commit. More details are presented in Section 4 and 5.

**Selective Updating.** The last component of LIBBANDAID is selective updating. It takes the updates generated in the previous step, performs filtering to discard the ones that could potentially break the non-intrusiveness, and eventually updates the old library to generate a new app with an updated library. The core part of this step is to systematically devise a set of pre-defined rules for filtering so that the non-intrusiveness of our generated updates can be preserved. As for the running example, two updates are generated and fed into selective updating. The one related to `accountId` can potentially be filtered out since it will change an interface `DbxAuthFinish(String)` and may cause incompatibility issue. More detailed information is presented in Section 6.

**4 Update Generation**

In this section, we describe how LIBBANDAID performs update generation by presenting the three major steps: impact analysis, points-to analysis and grouping.

**4.1 Impact Analysis**

Impact Analysis is to understand the impact (affected codes) of the code changes generated from differencing analysis. Once the impact of the code changes is known, LIBBANDAID groups code changes into updates and performs filtering to remove the ones that violate the *non-intrusiveness*.

Starting from a subset of a program’s behavior, program slicing technique reduces the program to a minimal form that still produces that behavior [50]. If we start slicing from a specific code change, it will conservatively includes all the codes that can potentially be affected by the change. However,
traditional slicing is too conservative to be practical and tends to generate gigantic slices. The larger a slice is, the more codes it contains, hence, the bigger chance it will violate the non-intrusiveness and get filtered out (more in Section 6). To solve this problem, a new slicing algorithm is desired to perform a sound impact analysis with respect to our definition of impact while greatly reducing the over-conservativeness. We discuss the slicing in detail in Section 5.

4.2 Points-to Analysis and Grouping

After the impact analysis, LibBandaid performs points-to analysis to extract alias information and further groups code changes into updates. This step is to group slices that are accessing the same global variables or have overlapping code statements. We rely on the existing points-to analysis in Soot [1] to extract alias information.

5 Value-Sensitive Differential Slicing

In this section, we first introduce some important definitions and then describe how our slicing algorithm works in detail.

5.1 Formal Definitions

We formally define the impact of a code change and then lay out our definitions on the relationships between program behaviors and variable value sets, upon which the soundness of our slicing algorithm is built.

**Definition 1.** We denote impact of a code change on a code statement as \(I(d,c)\), where
- \(d\) represents a code change in the new library;
- \(c\) represents a code statement that has not changed from the old to the new version of the library;

Therefore, \(I(d,c) \neq \emptyset\) means that a code change \(d\) has impact on code statement \(c\). Intuitively, \(I(d,c) = \emptyset\) means that a code change \(d\) has no impact on \(c\). We then define a code change that has no impact on a code statement as:

**Definition 2.** \(I(d,c) = \emptyset \iff B^d_c \subseteq B_c\), where
- \(B^d_c\) is a set of behaviors representing all possible program behaviors of \(c\) with \(d\) applied;
- \(B_c\) is a set of behaviors representing all possible program behaviors of \(c\) without applying \(d\);

Here, the impact of a code change to a certain code statement is represented by the change of program behaviors for that code statement. If and only if all the possible program behaviors of a code statement \(c\) with the code change \(d\) applied are still within the original behavior set, we can say \(d\) has no impact on \(c\).

We then have following definition on the relationship between value set [16] of all the variables within one code statement and the program behaviors of that code statement:

**Definition 3.** \(V S^d(I,c) \subseteq VS(I,c) \Rightarrow B_c^d \subseteq B_c\), where
- \(V S^d(I,c)\) denotes the value set of all the variables \(I\) (global and local) and their combinations used in a code statement \(c\) with \(d\) applied;
- \(V S(I,c)\) denotes the value set of all the variables \(I\) (global and local) and their combinations used in a code statement \(c\) without applying \(d\);

Essentially, this definition shows that if the value sets of all variables and their combinations used in a code statement are unchanged or a subset of the original value sets, then the program behaviors of that code statement must stay unchanged or a subset of the original ones. It gives a strong mapping from value sets of all variables in a code statement to the program behaviors of that statement. Together with Definition 2, we can draw a link between value sets of all variables in a code statement and the impact of a code change to that code statement. Specifically, our impact analysis can remove the over-conservativeness by examining the value set changes of all variables in a code statement between old and new versions of the library. If the value sets are unchanged or a subset of the original set for a statement before and after applying a code change, that means the code change has no impact on the statement and our algorithm can safely stop further slicing.

This may seem to be counter-intuitive at first glance. For example, if after applying code change \(d\), statement \(c\) has only one behavior in its behavior set while the original behavior set has 100 behaviors, \(d\) would still be considered as having no impact on \(c\) as long as the one behavior is within the original behavior set. In our case, we can safely stop slicing since we know the original code \(c\) can correctly handle \(d\) and its affected behavior (it is within the original behavior set and introduces no unexpected behavior).

5.2 Basic Scheme

The core idea is to take into account the value changes of all variables between old and new versions of the code and leverage this info to reduce the over-conservativeness of the traditional slicing.

Intuitively, the basic scheme starts from a code change and performs whole library-wise context- and flow-sensitive value-set analysis (VSA) [16] on all variables and their combinations for each code statement that has dependency (control or data) with the code change. Then it compares the value sets for the variables within these code statements between two versions of the library. If there exists no change in the value sets, which means the code change has no impact on the current code statement, then our algorithm does not include that code statement in the slice. Since many values cannot be statically determined, we compute value formulas in a context- and flow-sensitive fashion as the value-set for non-constant variables.

Theoretically, this analysis is sound with respect to the definition of impact and could remove the over-conservativeness of traditional slicing. However, it clearly introduces a huge performance overhead for the whole library-wise context- and flow-sensitive VSA on all variables and their combinations.
on every control or data dependent code statement for a single code change (there could be thousands of code changes between two versions), rendering the algorithm impractical.

Consequently, we present two optimizations to this basic scheme to improve the runtime performance as well as to further reduce the over-conservativeness. Again, source code is listed just for ease of presentation while LibBANDAID works on byte-code.

5.3 Slice-wise VSA

To reduce the complexity, we propose an optimization to narrow down the search space to the current slice which begins from the code change.

Listing 2: Slice-wise VSA

```java
void postSingleEvent (Obj event) {
    if (!subscriptions.isEmpty()) {
        for (Subscription sc : subscriptions)
            if (dbSig.equals(signature))
                return false;
    }
    return true;
}
```

Listing 2 shows a real-world security commit from a popular library EventBus [4]. At Ln.4, a condition check !subscriptions.isEmpty() is added in the new version. The traditional forward slicing will start from the code change and include every single line from Ln.4 to Ln.23 and even more codes in functions like invokeSubscriber() since they all have dependency with the change. However, by manual investigation, we know the code change does not actually introduce any new behavior to postToSubscription().

For the basic scheme, we compute value sets for all variables and their combinations in every code statement that is data-dependent on the code change. For instance, for code at Ln.6, we calculate value sets for variables sc and event as well as their combinations (say, sc = 1 only if event = 0). This calculation can only be done in a whole library-wise context-sensitive fashion since the value of event is from the caller function postSingleEvent().

To accelerate the process, we can perform VSA only within the slice instead of the whole program. This is because our analysis is to include all code statements that can be affected by the starting of the slice (a code change). That is, as long as the code change (Ln.4) does not affect the value sets of sc or event or their combinations, we could stop VSA and keep our slicing from further propagating into postToSubscription(). This analysis can be done much faster within the current slice other than the whole library. As a result, a much smaller slice (Ln.4-8) will be produced in a very lightweight fashion.

This optimization is an approximation to the basic scheme algorithm. It sacrifices precision of the whole library-wise VSA but greatly improves the performance. Consequently, it is more conservative than the basic scheme. For example, in a case where an assignment a = 1 is inserted in a new library, every code that uses the variable a will be included under our optimization. However, a library-wise VSA may tell us that a = 1 is still within the original value-set. Therefore, we do not need to include the code statements that are data-dependent on the newly inserted assignment.

5.4 Intra-procedural VSA

As discussed, the first optimization that searches only within the slice may bring over-conservativeness. As a result, we propose a second optimization to relax the search scope of VSA to the beginning of the function that contains the code change.

Listing 3: Intra-procedural VSA

```java
void onResume () {
    if (hasDropboxApp (officialAuthIntent))
        startActivity (officialAuthIntent);
    else
        startWebAuth (state);
}
```

Listing 3 shows another real-world security commit that fixes Android Fake ID vulnerability from Dropbox library. Code statements at Ln.9-11 in the old version are updated to codes at Ln.13-14 in the new version. Statement return true (Ln.11) has now become return false (Ln.14). Apparently, the value set of variable in the return statement has changed. According to the first optimization, our slicing algorithm will continue flowing into the call site of hasDropboxApp() at Ln.2, further propagate to Ln.2-5 and eventually include almost every line of code in the example.

In fact, a closer look will tell us that the code changes within hasDropboxApp() does not really expose any impact on its caller onResume(). Although the return value is modified, both the old and new versions of the function bear the same function-wise return value set: [true, false]. In order to capture this information, our algorithm needs to perform intra-procedural VSA beyond the scope of a slice but still within hasDropboxApp(), which is the function that contains the code changes. As a result, our algorithm will stop slicing and
generate a much smaller slice.

From the description above, we can see that this optimization sits between the basic scheme (whole library-wise context- and flow-sensitive analysis) and the first optimization (pure slice-wise analysis). Therefore, by applying this optimization to all the variables, our slicing will be more accurate while maintaining the similar performance gain from the first optimization with negligible overhead.

5.5 Value-sensitive Differential Slicing
We now present the details of our slicing algorithm in Algorithm 1, which is a dependence graph based slicing algorithm as [24]. It takes three inputs and generates slice for that code change as output.

Algorithm 1 Value-sensitive Differential Slicing

1: input1: diff ← [stmt1, stmt2]
2: input2: SDGn ← {SDG of the new library.}
3: input3: SDGo ← {SDG of the old library.}
4: procedure V_Slicing(diff, SDGn, SDGo)
5: slice ← Ø
6: f0 ← Locate(stmt1, SDGn); f0 ← Locate(stmt2, SDGo)
7: workingSet ← workingSet ∪ stmt
8: slice ← slice ∪ stmt
9: while workingSet ≠ Ø do
10: stmt ← workingSet.remove()
11: Set succ ← ImmediateSuccessors(stmt, SDGn)
12: for succ ∈ Set succ do
13: if succ contains new invocation then
14: slice[j] ← Forward_Slicing(succ, SDGn)
15: else if succ is another diff' then
16: slice[j] ← V_Slicing(diff', SDGn, SDGo)
17: else if succ is control-dependent on stmt then
18: slice ← slice ∪ succ
19: workingSet ← workingSet ∪ succ
20: else if succ is return statement then
21: if !(ReVS(f0) ⊆ ReVS(f0)) then
22: slice ← slice ∪ succ
23: workingSet ← workingSet ∪ succ
24: end if
25: else if succ is only data-dependent on stmt then
26: v = VSA(succ, slice, SDGn)
27: v = VSA(succ', slice, SDGo)
28: if !(v ≤ v) then
29: slice ← slice ∪ succ
30: workingSet ← workingSet ∪ succ
31: end if
32: end if
33: end for
34: end while
35: Return slice
36: end procedure

The algorithm first locates the diff in two SDGs (Ln.6) and adds stmt into a workingSet (Ln.7) to start the iterative process. The algorithm will continue running as long as the workingSet is not empty (Ln.9). For every statement in the working set, we extract its immediate successors in SDG (Ln.11). For every immediate successor succ, the algorithm checks if it is another code change. There exist two cases under this scenario. First, if succ is a code change that contains a new function invocation, our algorithm needs to leverage traditional slicing by calling Forward_Slicing() to keep track of the new function call (Ln.13-14) as all its codes are new codes compared to the old version. Second, if succ is a normal code change, we consider it as another input to a recursive function call for V_Slicing() (Ln.15-16).

When succ is not a code change, we add it into the workingSet as well as the slice if it is only control-dependent on stmt (Ln.17-19). When succ is a return statement, we apply the second optimization discussed in Section 5.4 by performing function-wise VSA for all return statements to improve the accuracy (Ln.20-23). When succ is data-dependent on stmt, we calculate and compare the value-sets by calling VSA() to extract value formulas at the scope discussed in the second optimization for both old and new versions and only add succ when stmt has impact on it (Ln.25-30). Eventually, it produces a slice by returning slice (Ln.35).

6 Selective Updating

This component takes the generated updates from the previous step, performs filtering and applies the updates to eventually produce an updated TPL, as depicted in Figure 1.

6.1 Filtering
In this step, LIBBANDAID relies on a set of pre-defined rules to filter out the generated updates that may affect the interactions between the library and other components in order to achieve the non-intrusiveness goal as explained in Section 2. These rules are defined to be conservative and can guarantee that all satisfying updates will not change how the library interacts with other components. To this end, we investigate into how TPLs work and propose four categories of interactions.

Interaction with the given app. The first category is listed in the first row in Table 1. It defines the rules for interactions with the given app. When TPLs get updated by LIBBANDAID, we guarantee the interactions with the app will not be affected. Since the interactions are always through library APIs, we need to make sure the used APIs will stay the same in terms of function names, return types, parameters and thrown exceptions. To this end, LIBBANDAID performs static program analysis to collect the library APIs used within the app and filters the updates that could change these APIs. Additionally, LIBBANDAID collects exception information and discards the updates that introduce new exceptions.

It is noteworthy that the interaction with the given app is the only category that relies on program analysis due to two reasons. First, we need to perform program analysis on the two versions of the library to understand which APIs are changed. Second, even if some APIs are indeed changed in the newer version, we may still safely update as long as the Android app does not directly call them.

Interaction with server. Another important interaction for a TPL is to communicate with its server. For example, Drop-
box library communicates with Dropbox server to access files. Therefore, our system needs to make sure that the protocol between server and client stays the same. To do so, LIBBANDAID scans over each update and checks if it contains code that performs network communication (incoming or outgoing). As long as such code exists, our system will conservatively choose to ignore this update. For example, if one update contains API calls such as HttpURLConnection: getResponseMessage(), LIBBANDAID will filter it out.

**Interaction with system.** We then consider the interactions between a TPL and the underlying Android system.

First, our update may interact with the Android framework by calling a new Android API that was not called in the old version. We rely on PScout [13] to check if the new Android API requires new Android permission. If it does, LIBBANDAID will discard the update. Second, we examine if an update performs any file manipulation in the Android system. Particularly, LIBBANDAID checks if the update affects the current system state, such as creating a new file or writing into a file. The tricky part is the file read. Our system only prevents the library from modifying the file pointer while reading a file (e.g., a call to RandomAccessFile: seek()). Third, library may create new kernel objects such as thread and process. LIBBANDAID allows this kind of interactions since they do not affect the execution of Android apps.

**Interaction with other apps.** The last category of interaction is the interaction with other apps in the Android system. Apps within an Android system could communicate with each other via Binder. LIBBANDAID disallows any update to change the communication either by creating a new intent or by changing any of the existing intent. Also, an update that starts, binds or unbinds services in the system is discarded.

6.2 Updating

After filtering out the unsatisfying updates based on our rules, LIBBANDAID applies the satisfying ones to the outdated library. This step is done at Jimple IR level by using byte-code rewriting capability in Soot [1]. After the rewriting, we convert the updated Jimple IR into Dalvik byte-code, repackage the DEX file with other resource files and eventually create a new Android app (APK file) with updated library.

7 Evaluation

7.1 Dataset and Configuration

We collect 9 popular Android third-party libraries [15] including Butterknife [2], Dropbox [3], EventBus [4], Glide [6], Gson [7], Leakcanary [8], Okhttp [9], Picasso [10] and Retrofit [11], with a total of 173 security commits over 83 different versions to evaluate our system. Table 2 shows the library names, total number of security commits as well as the associated library versions.

We first collect ground truth based on commit information in Github repositories to gather the vulnerability information for all the 173 security commits. Vulnerability types proposed in prior research [32] to these security related commits are presented in Table 3. As shown, our representative dataset covers a wide range of different types of vulnerabilities.

Then, we compile libraries into a number of testing versions with two requirements: 1) each testing version contains at least one security commit; 2) these testing versions cover all the security commits and version numbers that are listed in Table 2. Finally, we develop Android apps that utilize these testing versions. For each testing version other than the latest one, we feed the Android apps with these versions along with the latest version of each library into LIBBANDAID for evaluation. For instance, Butterknife library has 6 security commits from version 7.0.1 to 8.0.1. We compile 6 testing versions v1 to v6 to guarantee each one will contain at least 1 commit. Then we develop 5 Android apps a1 to a5 that use testing versions v1 to v5 and feed (a1,v6), (a2,v6),..,(a5,v6) into LIBBANDAID for experiments.

Furthermore, we collect 100 real-world Android apps from F-Droid [5] to demonstrate LIBBANDAID in practice. On average, the size of these apps is 4.1MB and they contain 7.1 TPLs per app. We handpick these apps since they all contain at least one of the 9 libraries described above. Therefore, we can use the latest versions of these TPLs to update the apps.
7.2 Effectiveness of LIBBANDAID

As discussed, we feed each Android app with an older version library along with the latest version into LIBBANDAID and then manually investigate the updated libraries to see if the commits have been updated.

Security commits can be divided into three categories: 1). ‘patched’ means our system can successfully update the library with the commit; 2). ‘fail to patch’ gives the number of commits that are filtered out by the filtering process due to the violation of our pre-defined rules; 3). ‘potentially patchable’ shows the number of commits that change the APIs of the library. LIBBANDAID may still update the ‘potentially patchable’ ones as long as the analyzed Android apps do not directly invoke the changed APIs. Therefore, whether or not our system can update them is on a per app basis.

By Absolute Numbers. Figure 4 gives the results in absolute numbers for the 9 libraries. The x-axis shows each execution of LIBBANDAID while y-axis is the absolute number of vulnerabilities. For example, the x-axis in Figure 4b gives the 9 executions from (a1,v10) to (a9,v10) for Dropbox library and the y-axis shows the total number of security commits to be updated for each run. By looking at the first bar in the figure, we can see that there are total of 11 vulnerabilities between the old and new versions of the library. LIBBANDAID is able to fix 7 of them but fails in 2. Moreover, there are 2 ‘potentially patchable’ security commits that change the APIs. From the 9 figures, 2 libraries (Butterknife and Picasso) are shown to have no ‘fail to patch’ commit (no yellow bar) for all the versions. And for the rest 7 libraries, ‘fail to patch’ commits only take up a very small average portion of total numbers across all executions. (a9,v10) execution in Okhttp (Figure 4g) is the worst case in our evaluation in which it has 1 ‘fail to patch’ commit in total of 3 commits. Further investigation shows that this is due to potential protocol change since Okhttp is an HTTP client and performs considerable amount of network communications. A more interesting observation is that the ‘fail to patch’ commits will disappear in many libraries when the outdated library becomes more recent and closer to the latest version. For Gson library in Figure 4e, starting from (a5,v10), the ‘fail to patch’ commit is gone.

From the experiments, LIBBANDAID could achieve an average success rate of 80.6% for updating security commits and even a higher rate of 94.07% when combining with the ‘potentially patchable’.

By Vulnerability Categories. We then examine the categories of vulnerabilities that LIBBANDAID fails to update and the results are exhibited in Table 4. It shows the breakdown of vulnerabilities and the number of failures for that security commit if LIBBANDAID fails to update in all executions.

We find that among all kinds of security vulnerabilities, Info Leak is most likely to fail (1 failed in 3 total commits). In general, vulnerabilities that are related to IO exceptions and information processing (e.g., input validation, data handling) also bear relatively high failure rates. This result is expected since the updates to these vulnerabilities are most likely to affect the interactions between the library and the system or the server, therefore, triggering the filtering in LIBBANDAID.

Observations. Two observations can be made from the above experimental results. First, our assumption made in Section 2 that security patches are unlikely to introduce backward incompatibility or change how the TPL interacts with other components, holds in practice. Second, LIBBANDAID performs better in updating relatively newer version of the library. This is because the newer the library is, the less code changes it has compared to the latest version. As a result, fewer and smaller slices will be generated and they are less likely to be filtered out by our filtering process.

7.3 Correctness of LIBBANDAID

The correctness of LIBBANDAID is demonstrated by performing random testing as well as manual investigation for the updated apps. To this end, we first use LIBBANDAID to update TPLs within the 100 real-world apps from F-Droid. Then, we collect apps with updated TPLs for testing.

For random testing, we run Monkey, which is a popular UI/Application testing tool developed by Google, on every app with an updated library for 2 hours. Although we did observe some crashes, we have confirmed that they are the bugs in the original apps. No new crash is introduced by LIBBANDAID. The results demonstrate that the updated library can function normally and pass the random testing successfully without any crash. Due to the code coverage issue for random testing, we augment it with manual investigation to try out all the combinations of UI components. Combined with Monkey, our testing achieves an average code coverage of 25.7% for all the updated libraries. A closer look shows that our testing covers 30.1% of the functions that are actually updated. Admittedly, the code coverage is still far from satisfactory, however, the correctness of LIBBANDAID can still be demonstrated together with our manual investigation showed in the previous Section 7.2.

7.4 Effectiveness of new slicing

Finally, we evaluate the effectiveness of the new slicing algorithm by comparing it with the traditional algorithm. We seek to evaluate the algorithm by answering the two follow-
Table 3: Security Fixes Distribution

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vulnerability</th>
<th>Library</th>
<th>Butterknife</th>
<th>Dropbox</th>
<th>EventBus</th>
<th>Glide</th>
<th>Gson</th>
<th>Leakcanary</th>
<th>Okhttp</th>
<th>Picasso</th>
<th>Retrofit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Improper Input Validation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Handling Error</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncaught Exception</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory Leak</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Info Leak</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race Condition</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improper Access Control</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncontrolled Resource Consumption</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System Hang</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncheck Return Value</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illegal Reflective Access</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stack Overflow</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heap Access Error</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing Initialization</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integer Overflow</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False ID</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Security Feature</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) CDF for number of edges  (b) CDF for number of nodes

Figure 3: Effectiveness of New Slicing Algorithm

8 Discussion

8.1 Soundness of LIBBANDAID

The soundness of our approach results from that of diffing analysis, patch generation and patching respectively.

For diffing analysis, we leverage Tracelet Execution [22] technique that demonstrates a 0.99 accuracy in its evaluation to compare TPLs at statement level. In our case, false positive (statements that are not code changes to be considered as changes) is impossible since we match the exact strings to confirm. Theoretically, false negatives are possible. However, we argue that false negative can only lower the patching rate but not bring any correctness or compatibility issue.

For update generation, the soundness of our impact analysis inherits from the soundness of traditional slicing. The basic scheme strictly follows the definition of impact in Section 2. However, due to the two optimizations, our slicing is still sound with respect to the definition of impact but may contain over-conservativeness for performance gain.

Based on the soundness analysis of our slicing, the correctness of updating is ensured by virtue of two reasons. First, LIBBANDAID introduces absolutely no code changes other than the ones from the new library. We assume the library developers have tested their code before commit. Second, the completeness of each generated update is guaranteed by our slicing algorithm.
8.2 Limitations

To begin with, LIBBANDAID can only handle Java libraries and Java code changes, and cannot update native libraries in Android apps. Moreover, non-code changes could also bring issues. For example, a version number is stored in a file and used to communicate with server as part of the protocol. In this case, the updating from LIBBANDAID may change the protocol and bring compatibility issues. To solve this problem, we need to consider access to the same file as a kind of data dependency. We leave this as a future work.

Second, our slicing relies on an accurate data dependency analysis that in turn depends on a complete modeling of Java and Android APIs. We manually write models for more than 500 most popular APIs but still can be incomplete. This incompleteness may thwart the soundness of our analysis.

Third, we handle the diffing analysis as a code matching problem and leverage existing research [22] to perform analysis. We argue that this problem is orthogonal to our major focus for updating the TPLs in Android apps. We can definitely make use of the advance in code matching techniques to improve the performance of LIBBANDAID.

Fourth, although LIBBANDAID analyzes the library API to collect new exception information, the analysis results in theory can be incomplete. For example, a code change in a TPL’s API can call other function outside the library which eventually rises an exception. In this case, we may miss it, jeopardizing the non-intrusiveness.

9 Related Work

9.1 Change Impact Analysis

Change Impact Analysis [18] studies how code changes in one place could affect codes in other places of the program. Many previous works have been proposed [12, 26, 28, 31, 37, 39–41, 45, 55] to improve the change impact analysis. Some utilize call graph analysis to study the impact of code change [12, 39, 40]. The limitation is that call graphs by nature can only provide a coarse-grained information usually at method level. Another set of research [28, 37] utilizes dynamic analysis to understand the impact of code changes. However, dynamic analysis often falls short of code coverage.

Static slicing [49] becomes a promising technique to grasp a comprehensive understanding of the impact for code changes. A series of research [26, 31, 41, 45, 55] has been done towards this direction. GRACE [26] proposes to perform forward slicing to capture all potentially affected codes. However, static slicing algorithm [49] is very conservative and usually generates large slices. To deal with this problem, Sridharan et.al. [45] propose a new slicing algorithm called thin slicing that only considers value-flow. P-slicing [41] and PRIOSLICE [55] augment the forward slicing with relevance scores that indicate how likely a code statement can be affected by the change. Therefore, no existing approach can maintain the soundness for our updating purpose with respect to both control and data dependencies after reducing the size of slices.

9.2 Android Program Patching

Automatic Program Patching in the context of Android falls into two categories: Android system patching and Android app patching. Many works have been done [19, 20, 36, 54] to perform patching on Android system and kernel. PatchDroid [36] uses in-memory patching techniques to address vulnerabilities. KARMA [20] is proposed as an adaptive live patching system for Android kernels by featuring a multi-level adaptive patching model. Embroidery [54] only targets the binary code in Android kernels by using binary rewriting techniques. It transplants official patches of known vulnerabilities to different devices by adopting heuristic matching strategies. InstaGuard [19] adopts hot-patching to patch the system programs in Android by enforcing updatable rules that contain no code to block exploits of unpatched vulnerabilities.

Android application patching techniques, on the other hand, are also proposed to mitigate security problems in Android apps. AppSealer [51], which is the most similar work with ours, performs automatic patching for preventing component hijacking attacks in Android apps. Capper [52] and Liu et.al. [33] rewrite the Android apps to keep track of private information flow and detect privacy leakage at runtime. CDRRep [34] fixes cryptographic-misuses in Android with similar byte-code rewriting technique. Azim et.al. [14] detect crashes dynamically and use byte-code rewriting technique to avoid such crashes in the future.

10 Conclusion

In this paper, we developed a novel technique named LIBBANDAID to solve the outdatedness problem for TPLs in Android apps by automatically generating non-intrusive updates. Our system extracts the outdated library within apps, compares it to the latest version of the library and generates diffing information that precisely characterizes the code changes at code statement level. Then, it analyzes the impact of each code change and generates updates. To do so, we propose a novel slicing algorithm named Value-sensitive Differential Slicing to reduce the over-conservativeness of the traditional slicing algorithm while still preserving the soundness. LIBBANDAID further performs selective updating by filtering out the updates that can potentially change the interactions between the library and other components. Our evaluation on 9 real-world popular third-party libraries and 100 real-world Android apps demonstrates that LIBBANDAID could effectively patch the security vulnerabilities within libraries with an average of 80.6% success rate and an even higher 94.07% when combined with potentially patchable vulnerabilities.
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Table 4: Effectiveness Results By Vulnerability Category

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vulnerabilities</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Failures</th>
<th>Failure Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Race Condition</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improper Access Control</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncontrolled Resource Consumption</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System Hang</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illegal Reflective Access</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stack Overflow</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heap Access Error</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing Initialization</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integer Overflow</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fake ID</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Security Feature</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory Leak</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncaught Exception</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7.14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Handling Error</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8.33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncheck Return Value</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14.28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improper Input Validation</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>14.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Info Leak</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4: Effectiveness Results By Numbers
Figure 5: Effectiveness Results by Percentage

Figure 6: Effectiveness Results with Traditional Slicing